In numerical reservoir simulations, Newton's method is a concise, robust and, perhaps the most commonly used method to solve nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs). However, as reservoir simulators incorporate more and more physical and chemical phenomena, writing codes that compute gradients for reservoir simulation equations can become quite complicated. This paper presents an automatic differentiation (AD) framework that is specially designed for simplifying coding and simultaneously maintaining computational efficiency. First a parse tree for a mathematical expression is built and evaluated with the backward mode AD, and then the derivatives with respect to the expression's arguments are transformed to derivatives with respect to the PDE's independent variables. The first stage can be realized either by runtime polymorphism to gain higher flexibility or by compile-time polymorphism to gain faster execution speed; the second stage is realized by linear combinations of sparse vectors, which can be accelerated by recording the target column indices. The AD framework has been implemented in an in-house reservoir simulator. Individual tests on some complex mathematical expressions were carried out to compare the speed of the manual implementation, the runtime polymorphic implementation and the compile-time polymorphic implementation of the differentiation. Then the performance of the three was analyzed in complete simulations. These cases 
Introduction
Reservoir simulation serves as a primary tool for quantitative reservoir management. The status of reservoirs, wells, and ground facilities are governed by nonlinear equations and are solved after these equations are discretized in time and in space. Explicit schemes often have numerical instability in solving these types of problems, unless small time steps are used, which lead to unacceptably slow simulation speeds. To ensure stability under larger time steps, a certain level of implicitness is needed. Newton's method is then used to solve the implicit equations; hence the residual vector's firstorder gradients with respect to the implicit unknowns are needed to assemble the Jacobian matrix. Writing analytical differentiation code by hand, known as "hand differentiation (HD)" is tedious and error prone, especially when the simulator needs to integrate many complicated models to model the recovery processes more accurately. Numerical differentiation (ND) can easily generate gradients for complicated and even black-box models, but it suffers from precision and efficiency problems [32] . In fact, HD is still the most common approach in commercial simulators, because manually optimized code produces the best computational performance. However, it takes a large human effort to linearize a long and deep expression. Furthermore, the developer may have to keep duplicate code implementations of the same mathematical model if the simulator contains different types of reservoir models, because the implicit unknown sets may be different. As a result, the simulation code becomes difficult to maintain.
An alternative choice for generating gradients is automatic differentiation (AD), the basic principle of which is the chain rule. Compared with ND, AD offers perfect accuracy up to machine precision; compared with HD, AD requires less human labor. Early research and implementations of AD focused on the forward mode [4, 31] in which the values and derivatives are calculated simultaneously. Forward mode is more convenient for programming, but less suitable for producing partial derivatives for "multiple input single output" functions, which are the usual cases in reservoir simulations. A complicated physical or chemical model often has a long list of arguments. Let n be the dimension of the argument vector x; "work(g)" be the computational work of evaluating g(x); and "work(g, ∇g)" be the computational work of evaluating g(x) and its derivatives with respect to x. The work ratio of forward mode satisfies an inequality:
work (g,∇g) work(g) ≥ 1 + n c [13] , where c is a positive constant a special case is c = 2 when g (
x i , so the additional computational work grows linearly with n. However, Wolfe [32] pointed out that if care is taken in HD code, the work ratio is usually around 1.5, and rarely exceeds 2; Baur and Strassen [3] proved that the nonscalar complexity of {g, ∇g}, with "nonscalar complexity" defined as the minimal number of nonscalar multiplications and divisions sufficient to compute a set of functions [8] , can be reduced to lower than three times of the nonscalar complexity of {g}. While the forward mode could be far from optimal when the argument list is long, the other category of AD algorithms-the backward mode, also called the reverse mode [23, 25] , is independent of the number of arguments. The backward mode is closely related to sensitivity analysis [9, 10] , in which the function's derivative with respect to an intermediate variable is named as the "adjoint" of the variable. In each elementary operation, if the adjoint of the result and the values of the operands are known in advance, the adjoints of the operands can be calculated. So in the backward mode, all intermediate variables are evaluated first, and then the adjoints are calculated, proceeding from the final result to the arguments. When we give "work(g)" and work(g, ∇g)" more concrete definitions, i.e. assume that an addition is cheaper than a multiplication and a division takes at least 50 % more work than a multiplication, and also include memory fetches/stores as the cost, it can be proven [13] that for the backward mode, work{g,∇g} work{g} is bounded under 5, regardless of the number of the arguments.
In general, AD tools can be divided into two classes: the source code translator and the external library. Until today, numerous AD tools have been developed, and some representative tools are as follows: ADIFOR-a forward/backward Fortran 77 code translator [6] ; OpenADa forward/backward mode XML schema translator [26, 27] ; FADBAD-a forward/backward mode C++ library based on runtime polymorphism [5] ; ADETL-a forward mode C++ library based on expression templates [33, 34] ; Sacado-a forward/backward mode C++ library [21, 22] , in which the forward mode is realized by expression templates; and ADEPT-a backward mode C++ library based on expression templates [15] . Source translators convert the original code which only evaluates variables to code that calculates corresponding gradients. This method is less desirable in reservoir simulators, because making changes to the program code would become less convenient. External libraries act as extensions to the current language to provide additional data structures and overloaded elementary operators on these data types. Each data structure packs one variable value and the associated derivatives into a capsulation. With external libraries, the AD code will have a similar appearance to the plain evaluating expressions, and the change in the expression is directly reflected in the gradients change. External libraries are preferred in modern reservoir simulators. Researchoriented simulators, such as MRST [18] and GPRS [11] , as well as commercial simulators, such as Schlumberger Intersect [12] , have already introduced AD libraries to simplify the coding of gradients. In a recent modification, GPRS uses ADETL to reconstruct most of its formulations and is, hence, renamed as AD-GPRS [33, 34] , in which the data from basic independent variables to the residual vectors are all AD structures. The gradient part of the residual vector is used to construct the Jacobian matrix. The heavy use of AD makes AD-GPRS completely different from its predecessor.
The biggest obstacle to applying AD libraries to reservoir simulators lies in computational inefficiency. The forward mode based on operator overloading, which is the most userfriendly, may suffer from the issue of temporary objects. Upon the return of each elementary operation, the object that stores the result is delivered to a newly allocated temporary object as the returned value. The resultant object is then destroyed upon the exiting of the current function call, and the returned object is destroyed after the function call which takes it as an argument. As the length of the gradient vector is usually determined at runtime, the construction and destruction of these short-life temporary objects occur on the heap memory, which causes substantial performance deterioration of more than an order of magnitude [33] . The "expression templates" technique [1, 28] can overcome this issue. Expression templates are a kind of compile-time polymorphism (in comparison with runtime polymorphism). However, the work ratio of the forward mode is independent of polymorphism implementations. Sacado introduces caching and expression-level reverse mode [7] techniques to reduce the unnecessary calculations of forward mode. In fact, Sacado tries to combine the forward mode with the backward mode to some extent. The ADEPT has realized a template-based backward mode with the help of global stacks, and the benchmarks show that it has better performance than the runtime forward/backward AD and the template based forward AD in both speed and memory use.
The backward mode is superior to the forward mode when the expression is complicated. It naturally avoids constructions and copies of temporary objects and, meanwhile the work ratio is independent of the argument list length. Though the evaluation phase and the differentiation phase will both result in recursive function jumps, which take additional time, it is much cheaper than the heavy allocating/de-allocating operations on heap memory. In addition, with expression templates the recursive functions can be expanded during the compiling stage. In this work, we propose a backward mode AD implementation that is independent of global variables. As this scheme is essentially thread-safe and without assessing stacks, the expanded functions are less disruptive to CPU pipelines.
For the sake of simplicity, in the following text, we refer to the backward mode AD realized by runtime polymorphism as the "runtime backward AD" and refer to the backward mode AD realized by expression template as the "compile-time backward AD" The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we demonstrate how to implement backward mode with runtime polymorphism or with expression templates, and provide a method to perform variable substitution automatically and rapidly; and in Section 3, we discuss the feasibility of applying this "backward AD + variable substitution" procedure in a reservoir simulator and compare the performance of the runtime backward AD, the compile-time backward AD, and the HD. The programming language in our discussion is assumed to be C++0x; the compiler that we use is Visual C++10. In the backward AD, the specially defined data structure stores the variable's value and the adjoint, which is the final result's derivative with respect to this variable. The backward AD converts an expression to a directed acyclic graph (DAG), which is also referred to as the "parse tree" The parse tree can be reused if the expression is evaluated multiple times. Figure 1 shows the parse tree of Eq. 1 as an example. The leaf nodes stand for the independent variables, and the root node stands for the final result.
Methods

The backward mode AD
Basic concepts of AD
In reservoir simulations, Eq. 1 is the general form of phase P's flow rate from grid block 2 to grid block 1, where λ P is the fluid mobility; T 12 is the transmissibility; p 1 and p 2 are block center pressures; and H is the gravity potential difference. The backward AD calculates all intermediate variable values and all adjoints in separate phases. First, the intermediate variable values are evaluated from the leaves to the root; next, the adjoints are evaluated from the root to the leaves. In Fig. 1 , if we obey the right side priority, the values are evaluated following the sequence (Fig. 1 left) , while the adjoints are evaluated following the sequence "V 4 → V 2 → V 1 → V 3 " (Fig. 1 right) . The adjoint of the root node always equals 1. By starting from this, all subordinate adjoints can be evaluated according to the chain rule, e.g.,
Compared with the backward mode, the forward mode evaluates the derivatives together with the values; so, it has only one phase. 
Backward mode by runtime polymorphism
It is natural to implement the backward AD with runtime polymorphism, which is the case in most currently available backward AD libraries. For simplicity, we call this the "runtime backward AD". In this approach, the leaf node, the constant node and the intermediate nodes that carry elementary operations are all derived from a base type. The base type only stores the value and the adjoint, and it will never be involved in calculation. The derived types are different from each other: the leaf node also stores its index; the constant node has an adjoint always being zero; and the intermediate node stores the references of its one or two operands additionally. The building of the parse tree through overloaded operators is simply to pass the references of the two (or one) operands to its parent node corresponding to the operator. Then we can traverse the whole parse tree by recursively querying the children of the top parent node (the root node). Another difference between the derived nodes lies in their evaluating and differentiating routines. The base type only provides pure virtual definitions of these functions, while each derived type provides the concrete realizations. For example, in the multiplication node-the "MulNode" class, the evaluating function is as follows: LeŌ->adjoint = adjoint * Right->value; LeŌ->Diff(Grad); } where "Varg" is an array that stores the values of the expression's arguments; "Grad" is an array that stores the output gradients; and "Left" and "Right" are references to the left and right operands, respectively. "Left" and "Right" are base type pointers, which have the authority to access any derived types and invoke their data and functions inherited from the base type.
Calling the "EVal" function and the "Diff" function of the root node will form recursive callings of all subordinate "EVal" functions and all subordinate "Diff" functions, respectively. The recursions terminate at the leaf nodes or the constant nodes. The constant node has completely empty evaluating function and differentiating function; whereas, the leaf node has the evaluating function as follows: where "IDX" is the index of a leaf node. So in the leaf node, the "Eval" function is simply to get the node value from the input array, and the "Diff" function is simply to accumulate the gradient to the output array.
During the evaluation or the differentiation phase, the backward mode AD need not return temporary objects. This is a significant advantage of the backward mode AD over the forward mode AD. It may be argued that the construction of the parse tree takes additional time. However, in reservoir simulations an expression is usually used hundreds of thousands of times; thus, the construction time can be ignored. The real problem is the expensive recursive function jump in/out. Under certain circumstances the compiler can automatically expand recursive functions. Unfortunately, however, here the compiler will reject expanding them, because "Eval" and "Diff" are virtual functions to be determined dynamically and which concrete realization of "Eval" or "Diff" will be used is not known to the compiler.
Backward mode by expression templates
Expression templates are a kind of metaprogramming paradigm, which attempts to utilize compilers to make all possible choices and computations at compile time to generate fast programs [1] . Expression templates are first described by Veldhuizen [28] and have led to the development of the high performance vector arithmetic library Blitz++ [29] . The first expression-template-based AD dates back to 2001 when Aubert et al. [2] applied it in a flow control problem. In recent years, expression-templatebased AD has been introduced to reservoir simulators [12, [33] [34] [35] . However, these AD implementations all make use of the forward mode which is convenient for application but computationally inefficient for sophisticated expressions. The goal of this work is to address the most complicated expressions in reservoir simulators with AD. Under this premise, the backward mode may be the most appropriate. The recently published ADEPT [15] implemented the expression-template-based backward mode AD, but it relies on global stacks that record indices and adjoints, making the library less convenient for reservoir simulators, especially when parallelization is considered.
We propose an expression-template-based backward mode AD that is independent of global variables. For simplicity, we call this realization of AD the "compile-time backward AD". The basic idea is to let the intermediate nodes carry adjoints themselves and enable compiler's optimization to the recursive calls of evaluating and differentiating function. With C++ templates, runtime polymorphism can be replaced by compile-time polymorphism. In the compile-time backward AD, the evaluating and differentiating functions of the leaf node, the intermediate node and the constant node still keep similar forms as they are in the runtime version. However, the type of references to the left and right operands changes. Now they are abstract references of any type, and the type declarations themselves become the template arguments of the node. For example, the compile-time version of multiplication node is defined as follows (the contents of other functions are omitted here except for the construction function): "MulNode" is one of the intermediate nodes. It cannot be declared explicitly but only be specialized upon the calling of the multiplication function, which is defined using the operator overloading technique: Mainstream C++ compilers (e.g., Visual C++, g++, Intel C++) support deep expansion to inline functions.
Comparison of runtime and compile-time backward AD
In the runtime backward AD, the parse tree is built dynamically and stored on heap memory. All child nodes can be accessed through the root node, i.e., the root node owns the tree. Sometimes root node A is not only used by one expression, but can also be one branch under another root node B. Upon the deletion of B, destruction is executed recursively on its child nodes. To avoid the unexpected destruction of A before the termination of A's life cycle, each intermediate node should count how many times it has been referred to, i.e., count how many red arrows that it launches as shown in Fig. 1 . When destruction is executed to the node, the counter decreases by 1 and, when the counter equals zero, the delete-instruction is sent down to its child nodes. With this reference counting technique, it is safe to deliver a dynamic parse tree to references, and then reuse it as branches of other root nodes.
The runtime backward AD naturally allows conditional branches while the compile-time backward AD is less flexible. With all expressions being determined statically, the conditional branches are not allowed. The whole expression should be rewritten in different conditional branches. Additionally, the templated root node always has a deep nested type deduced by the compiler and, thus, is hard to deliver to a reference, because the type of reference is not intuitive. To reuse the templated root nodes as branches can be only achieved by macro definitions. In the compile-time backward AD, even the calling of the evaluating or differentiating function is not direct. We should create a templated interface that accepts abstract root node types: The example code for evaluating and differentiating "a*(b*c)" with expression templates is given in Appendix 1. In addition, a more practical example is given in Appendix 2.
Despite these inconveniences, as we will demonstrate in Section 3.2, the compile-time backward AD is more computationally efficient. So we suggest using compile-time backward AD whenever possible and only using runtime backward AD in conditional expressions that are not frequently executed, such as the well in/out flow rate. In other cases, the expression should be dissembled, with the static parts realized by the compile-time backward AD.
The automatic variable substitution
Our ultimate goal of differentiating the complicated expressions is to evaluate the Jacobian matrix. With either the runtime or the compile-time backward AD, the gradients of an expression with respect to the arguments are available. In most cases, however, the arguments are not the independent variables of the reservoir simulation equations. Substituting the arguments with the independent variables for a function f results in the matrix-vector multiplication, which can be written in general as:
where , f x is the ultimate gradient vector that we need to evaluate the Jacobian matrix Variable substitutions occur frequently in reservoir simulations. Taking Eq. 1 as an example, under the natural variable set, which is widely accepted in compositional models, none of the arguments λ P , T 12 , and H belong to the basic variable set. In the most popular object-oriented development of a reservoir simulator, useful intermediate variables, such as transmissibilities, fluid motilities, gravity potential differences and phase pressures, all with their ultimate gradient vectors, are provided by individual modules. The flow calculation module only takes the responsibility for evaluating the flow rate and assembling its derivatives.
Usually a dependent variable is only related to a small portion of the independent variables. To save space, the gradient vector is stored sparsely, i.e. only nonzero entries and their indices are stored. If a i,x is sparse and f x is dense (Fig. 2 I) , the entry of a i,x with index equal to k is directly mapped to the kth entry of f x , which is equivalent to sparse matrix to dense vector multiplication. If both a i,x and f x are dense (Fig. 2 II) , no index aligning is required and the floating point operations may be accelerated by singeinstruction-multiple-data (SIMD) instructions, hence being effective if the vectors are nearly full. The situation in which a i,x is dense and f x is sparse rarely occurs in reservoir simulations (Fig. 2 III) . In the following, we will not discuss the first two situations, for there are numerous BLAS libraries to handle them, but only focus on the situation in which both a i,x and f x are sparse (Fig. 2 IV) , which is called the point sparse mode. However, this does not mean that we only utilize this mode in reservoir simulations. In fact, we use point sparse mode mainly in simple property calculations and, for properties that are more complex, such as the flux stencil, we use the block sparse mode in which the vector operations are dense to dense in each grid block.
Manual coding for the "sparse to sparse" combination is tedious because the sparse pattern of f x depends on every sparse pattern of a i, x (i = 1, 2, . . .) . The code should be modified if any a i,x (i = 1, 2, . . .) changes its sparse pattern, and a catastrophic change in code will occur if the basic unknown set changes. However, the sparse patterns can still be merged automatically. Consider two index arrays if their first entries are not equal, pop-front the smaller one and push-back that entry to a new queue, and if their first entries are equal, pop-front both entries and push-back only one of them; repeat this operation until both arrays are empty, then the new queue can be merged with the next index array. However, this routine would waste too much time if we Fig. 2 Four situations of merging gradient vectors. The "sparse to sparse" situation is accelerated by recording the target column numbers merge the same set of index arrays for tens of thousands of times because, from the second time the comparing of indexes and the allocating of arrays are unnecessary. After the first time of merging, the sparse pattern of the f x is known. We can compare a i,x with f x to determine which column of f x has the same index as the first entry of a i,x . We record that number, and the next time when we accumulate ∂f ∂a i a i,x to f x , the first entry of a i,x is accumulated directly to that column of f x . The same work is done for the rest of the entries of a i,x ; so, the next time when combining sparse vectors, each entry of a i,x knows into which column of f x it should go. This procedure is demonstrated in the lower right part of Fig. 2 . By recording target column numbers, we shift the "sparse to sparse" merging to the "sparse to dense" merging, and the latter is free of indices aligning.
This "target column number recording" raises three questions. The first is whether it depletes the memory. Fortunately in reservoir simulations, all models have limited mathematical forms, i.e., all expressions in the equations have limited lengths and limited conditional branches, and the stenciling operations only involve limited grid blocks (usually two). Hence, the amount of cached column numbers is limited. The second question is where we should store the target column numbers. In an object-oriented simulator, each module can keep its own state data, so the target column numbers can be stored as a part of the module's state. During the initialization of a module, the sparse pattern of the output gradient vector is determined according to the sparse patterns of all input gradient vectors; then, the target column numbers are determined. The third question is how to handle independent variable change which occurs when phase appears or disappears. In our framework, the selecting of the primary variables is carried out in the solution stage, and the secondary variables are eliminated using Schur complement (Fig. 3) . When oil and gas co-exist, the Schur complement is phase equilibrium constrain; otherwise it is a trivial matrix. In the linearization stage, the governing equations are differentiated regardless Fig. 3 Reducing unknown variable dimension with Gaussian elimination (GE). The matrix columns are re-arranged, and derivatives with respect to secondary variables (the gray part) are eliminated. Here, only one block of the Jacobian matrix is illustrated, corresponding to one reservoir grid of phase number-derivatives with respect to all independent variables are calculated, so the variable substitution code is completely static.
Applications
The feasibility of the backward AD framework
Our AD framework can eliminate the heavy manual differentiation work and let the developers focus on the model physics and other aspects. It is also noted that our framework has good efficiency because (1) the backward AD has lower computational costs than the forward AD in expressions with long argument lists; (2) the expression templates further eliminate the recursive function calling; and (3) by recording target column numbers, the repeated "sparse to sparse" vector combination has equal speed with the "sparse to dense" vector combination.
The framework is naturally compatible with objectoriented simulator development, in which the "least knowledge principle" [19] , i.e., modules should hide details from each other, is obeyed. In our framework, if a module that computes a certain kind of quantity is initialized, the sparse pattern of the output gradient vector and the cached target column numbers depend only on the sparse pattern of input gradient vectors and the mathematical model contained in the module and do not include the details of how these input patterns are produced. The independence of the module is kept as much as possible (Fig. 4) .
Individual tests on some expressions
Case 1 to case 6 are tests on individual expressions, for which we use different differentiation approaches and compare the performances. All cases in this paper, including the cases in Section 3.3 are compiled by Visual C++ 10 and run on a 2.8 GHz Core 2 CPU in one core mode.
Validation of the compiler optimization
The first issue to confirm is that the inline expansion is effective to the compile-time backward AD. We use both runtime and compile-time backward AD coding for case 1, and compile it under different combinations of compiler optimization options, one being "non-optimized" (the compiler optimization option is "/Od/Ob2") and the other being "fully optimized" (the compiler optimization option is "/O2/Ob2/Oi/GL"). If the compiler expands the nested functions of the backward AD, the "fully optimized" version would have a great improvement in speed, because the expensive function jumps are avoided The GFLOPS (10 9 floating point operations (FLOPs) per second, i.e., GFLOPS = n (FLOPs) 10 9 time(s)
) of repeatedly running case 1 (with N = 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, respectively) are illustrated in Fig. 5 . A comparison with the ADEPT is also made in this case. The ADEPT is compiled under the "fully optimized" option, and the thread unsafe stack is used.
In our approach, the non-optimized runtime backward AD and the non-optimized compile-time backward AD have nearly the same GFLOPS, but after the compiler's optimization, the compile-time version is 2.6 to 2.9 times faster than the runtime version, indicating that the inline expansion has taken effect. We have further confirmed this by checking the compiler-optimized assembly code and found that most of the intermediate nodes do not actually exist, which means that the nested expressions are executed similar to hand written code. Compared to the ADEPT, our approach has better performance. The "fully optimized" compile-time backward AD is 1.5 to 2.3 times faster than the "fully optimized" ADEPT. This is because accessing stacks makes the execution of code more interruptive to CPU pipelines. In fact the "fully optimized" ADEPT is close to our "fully optimized" runtime version. However, it is true that some flexibility would be lost if stacks are not used. The self-operators (e.g., + =, * =) are not available in our compile-time backward AD.
In our approach, the "fully optimized" compile-time backward AD can reach a speed of 0.2 to 0.3 GFLOPS. The peak GFLOPS of this CPU in one core mode is 3.43, which is obtained through testing dense matrix-to-matrix multiply subroutine (DGEMM) of Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL). However, this is an overly optimistic value because MKL's DGEMM benefits from the SIMD instructions but this is not the case in backward AD. In reservoir simulation programs, as the logic is usually complicated, it is also very difficult to widely apply the SIMD instructions Case 1 also shows the advantage of the backward mode over the forward mode. Define "work(·)" to be the number of FLOPs. With backward mode AD, 
Tests on complicated expressions in reservoir simulation equations
The proposed framework is implemented in an in-house reservoir simulator-Unconventional Oil and Gas Simulator (UNCONG) as an external library. UNCONG aims to model the most up-to-date gas and oil recovery processes. It is a highly modularized, easy-to-extend simulator, with the capability of modeling industrial scale black oil/compositional problems. Some models in UNCONG have complicated mathematic forms. Since the derivatives are difficult to obtain and code by hand, they are realized by this AD framework. We choose some of them to perform benchmark tests (case 2 to case 6). These cases are described as follows:
Case 2 The matrix density of the fractured coal in the dual porosity CBM model [30] 
The arguments are as follows: φ f -the fracture porosity; φ m -the matrix porosity; p f -the fracture pressure;
and p m -the matrix pressure. The constants are as follows: p c0 -the reference coal density; C s -the compressibility of coal; and p 0 the reference pressure. The basic variable set is {p wf , S wf , p wm , S wm }, where p wf is the fracture water pressure; p wm is the matrix water pressure; S wf is the fracture water saturation; and S wm is the matrix water saturation. φ f and p f are functions of (p wf , S wf ); and φ m and p m are functions of (p wm , S wm ).
Case 3
The Forchheimer non-Darcy flow [16] for gas
The volumetric flow rate q g satisfies the following:
q g is then expressed as the positive root of this quadratic equation. The arguments of q g 's expression are as follows: ∇ g -potential gradient of gas phase; μ g -gas viscosity; k rg -relative permeability of gas; and ρ g -gas density. The constants are C 1 , C 2 , K, A and β. The independent variable set is p o , S w , S g , R s (black oil model). The dependences between the arguments and the basic variable set also follow the black oil model. The constants are merged before calculation.
Case 4
Tubing flow friction force in the multi-segment well (MSWell) model [17] 
wherē ρ is the average fluid density, weighted by phase volume fractions; C f is a unit converting factor; f is the Fanning friction factor; V m is the average velocity; D is well diameter; L is well segment length.
The Fanning friction factor-f is calculated using Haaland's correlation [14] :
1.11 (6) where ε is the roughness factor of the tube wall; Re is the Reynolds number:
μ , where C r is a unit converting factor; andμ is the average fluid viscosity, weighted by phase volume fractions.
The arguments are:ρ,μ, and V m ; the constants are C f , D, L, εC r . The independent variable set is p, V m , α g , α w , R s (black oil MSWell model). The dependence between the arguments and the basic variable set also follows the black oil MSWell model. The constants are merged before calculation. Case 5 Gas drift velocity for liquid + gas flow in the MSWell model [24] 
where Subscript "i−1" denotes variable in the "downstream" well segment, the segment to which the fluid in segment i flows;
where α g is gas holdup and C 0 is a profile parameter; B = α g C 0 i K u is the critical Kutateladze number; V c is the characteristic velocity; ρ g is the gas density; ρ l is the average liquid density: 
Case 6
Peaceman's formula [20] to calculate well index (WI)
where k x , k y and k z are arguments; D x , D y , D z , h x , h y , h z , r w and s are constants; and k x , k y and k z are variable permeabilities related to the reservoir independent variable set-p o , S w , S g , R s . The constants are merged before calculation. For each case, we use the runtime backward AD, the compile-time backward AD the forward AD, and the HD, respectively, to evaluate the expression and its derivatives with respect to the arguments. In the backward AD and the HD versions, the gradients are transformed from being with respect to the arguments to being with respect to the basic variables after the expressions are differentiated with the target column recording technique. The HD code completely mimics the derivation process of backward mode AD; thus, its FLOP number equals that of the backward AD, which may not be optimal but serves as a reference. In forward AD versions, if the input argument is a dependent variable, we store its derivatives with respect to the basic variables as a dense vector before the calculation begins, and the derivatives with respect to the basic variables are calculated automatically when variables are merged, so the variable transformation stage is not needed. The forward AD is basically implemented by FADBAD++ v2.1 using the heap-based mode to allow the gradient vectors being of variable lengths; however we modified part of the source code to minimize the expensive allocating/de-allocating of temporary objects on heap memory when an operator function is returned, using the "right-value reference" technique, which is supported by C++0x. The work ratios (defined as in Section 3.2.1) and the FLOP numbers of the backward AD and of the forward AD are recorded in Table 1 . All FLOP numbers are counted rigorously, with no distinctions between elementary operations and transcendental operations being made. Each case of each version is compiled under the "fully optimized" compiler option and run 10 6 times. The time costs of the four approaches for each case are recorded in Table 2 ; the GFLOPS of these approaches for each case are recorded in Table 3 . Case 2 to case 6 are already sorted by the FLOP number. From the results, we can conclude the following:
1. The backward mode AD has a much lower work ratio than the forward mode AD. 2. The compile-time backward AD is 3.0 to 5.0 times the speed of the forward AD, and 2.2 to 2.9 times the speed of the runtime backward AD but only about 0.5 times the speed of HD. 3. The variable substitution takes a considerable fraction of time, and if the length of the independent variable set grows, the time cost by variable substitution will increase, hence lessening the overall performance deterioration caused by automatic differentiation of expressions. 4. In the backward AD, the GFLOPS (of either the expression differentiation stage or the variable substitution stage) is not affected much by the number of arithmetic operators or the number of arguments. Transcendental operators would affect GFLOPS (case 4 and case 6) because evaluating a transcendental function takes more CPU clock cycles. This situation is also true in the forward AD and the HD.
Tests in complete simulation processes
The final question is how much the proposed AD framework slows down the simulator. We answer this by comparing the time cost of the linearization work realized by different methods in complete reservoir simulations. Cases 7 to 12 are reservoir simulation problems of different types and sizes. Detailed information on these cases is given in Table 4 . We adjusted (P , T ) of the compositional problems to make the fluid far from critical points and, thus, the phase equilibrium calculation is relatively cheap. In these problems, the flux stencils, the accumulation terms, well tubing flow terms, and well in/out flow terms are linearized by the runtime backward AD or the compile-time backward AD, and the variables are substituted automatically. Lower level modules, such as mobilities, potential differences, permeabilities and porosities are programmed with the HD because they are quite simple. So, only a part of the linearization work is done automatically. For each case with each differentiation method, the time spent on this part of the work is recorded during the simulation (with a timer being accurate to microseconds), and its percentage to the total time is calculated, which is plotted in Fig. 6 . Percentages of the HD implementation are also included, to serve as references.
We can see that this part of the linearization work only accounts for a small portion of the total time, for most of the time is consumed by the linear solver, table looking and phase equilibrium calculation (compositional model). The performance deterioration mainly comes from the backward AD phase; meanwhile, the variable substitution phase may take a considerable amount of time. As the time ratio between the backward AD and the HD has been improved to a small value (in single digits), the additional time cost incurred by the AD is not obvious for the whole simulation, even with the runtime version.
Conclusions
In this work, we present a two-stage framework to differentiate nonlinear equations in reservoir simulations, i.e., the backward mode AD and the automatic variable substitution. According to whether the expression is determined dynamically and whether the output gradient vector is sparse, the initialization and calling of a module are done differently (Fig. 7) . It is best to use compile-time backward AD all of the time, but we cannot always avoid dynamically determined expressions. However, it is found that the performance loss is not serious from a global perspective.
Our approach narrows the gap of computational performance between AD and HD, through the following methods: (1) choosing the backward mode to save computational work; (2) shifting to compile-time polymorphism when the expression is statically determined; and (3) accelerating the automatic variable substitution. Moreover, the framework does not break the independence of reservoir simulator modules. When new modules are created with our framework, the legacy code of a simulator is more or less unaffected. The old modules only need to inform the new modules of the sparse patterns of their output gradient vectors.
The performance of the backward mode AD is demonstrated with the illustrative examples. Its FLOPs cost has dropped to an acceptable level, and the compile-time polymorphism reduces the executing time. Although it is still not as fast as the HD, the work of linearization is not the most computationintensive part of reservoir simulations. As demonstrated in Section 3.3, it only occupies a small portion of the overall time. However, introducing AD into simulator design will facilitate great simplification in coding. With the proposed framework, a reservoir simulator can be easily extended and quickly adapted to the ever-changing needs in gas and oil recovery. As "f " is simple, we can avoid using macro definitions; so, the last two lines of the code can be simplified as: Vout = RADEval(a*b*c, Varg, Grad);
